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Ep. 2654a – [CB] Begins Controlled Economic Narrative, Patriot Economic Countermeasures In Place

Ep. 2654b – Message Received, Trust The Plan, The [DS]/[D]s Will Cease To Exist Once It’s All Exposed
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Ep. 2654a - [CB] Begins Controlled Economic Narrative, Patriot Economic Countermeasures In Place

The Build Back better plan is doomed for 2021, Manchin will not agree to it. The [CB] is now pushing the idea that cargo ships with sails will work instead of fossil fuel. Fed hides the inflation projection. The [CB] is now pushing the narrative for the collapse, they have begun pushing against alternate currency.

Ep. 2654b - Message Received, Trust The Plan, The [DS]/[D]s Will Cease To Exist Once It's All Exposed

The [DS] is now running to problems, everything they throw at Trump comes back to hit them. The J6 unselect committee was caught changing text messages, Cheney read out of text messages had the opposite effect.
This is now about a 4 year election, this is about exposing the [DS]/[D]s to the world. Once this is done they will cease to exist. Scavino sends another message, Trust the Plan, we are on track and the fireworks are going to begin.